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Announcement
Mid-term grade announced 

DAWN workshop schedule 
– Online workshop using the lecture zoom link
– Reserve a presentation slot using the following google sheet

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BkO3ZqxNXxHRkI-
XTnHmvQ1z66sS4LUVvIJiHS6HIJI/edit?usp=sharing

– Each group has a 10 min slot: 8 min presentation + 2 min Q/A
– Live presentation preferred, but recording is also ok
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BkO3ZqxNXxHRkI-XTnHmvQ1z66sS4LUVvIJiHS6HIJI/edit?usp=sharing
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Databases Moving to the Cloud
Cloud databases can be cheaper 

– Economies of scale
– Pay-as-you-go pricing model
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Cloud System Architectures
Layered architecture for cloud services

– Client layer
– Web/App server layer
– Database layer 
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Database Architecture — Centralized 
Centralized database

– Single-node database server
– Storage can be either local or through a storage area network (SAN)
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Database Architecture — Partitioned
Partitioned database 

– Shared-nothing architecture 
– Data is partitioned across DB servers
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Database Architecture — Replication
Database with replication 

– Backup replicas can serve read-only requests
– Data is synchronously shipped to backup replicas
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Network Network

Primary Backup Backup
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Database Architecture — Storage Disaggregation
Storage disaggregation 

– Storage and database compute are managed as two separate layers
– Computation and storage can scale independently
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Database Architecture — Storage Disaggregation
Storage disaggregation 

– Storage and database compute are managed as two separate layers
– Computation and storage can scale independently

Disaggregation vs. shared storage (e.g., SAN)?
– Scaling of storage layer
– Built-in high availability 
– Limited near-storage computation 
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A Simple Taxonomy  
For database and storage layers 

– Integrated or separate 
– Single node or multiple nodes
– With or without replication
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Revisit System Architecture
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Evaluation 
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Designs that scale
– S3: storage disaggregation 
– Azure: centralized but powerful 

primary node 

Designs that do not scale
– MySQL/RDS: centralized primary is 

the bottleneck
– SimpleDB/AppEngine: excessive 

aborts



Cost Analysis
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Cost results are an artifact of the pricing model



Paper Conclusion 
The more fundamental question of what is the right data 
management architecture for cloud computing could not be 
answered 
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Single primary bottleneck Excessive aborts

No strong consistency



Architectures Since 2010

Google spanner
– Separate DB and storage layer
– Partitioned in the DB layer
– Replication in both layers
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Architectures Since 2010

AWS Aurora
– Separate DB and storage layer
– Single primary in DB layer
– Replication in both layers
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Architectures Since 2010

CockroachDB
– Integrated DB and storage layer
– Partitioned in the DB layer
– With replication
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Architectures Since 2010

FoundationDB
– Separate DB and storage layer
– Partitioned in the DB layer
– Replication in log and storage, TS is stateless
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General Trend
Disaggregation of database compute and storage layers

– Aligns with the S3 design in this paper
– More on this topic in the next three lectures

Replication is a must for high availability 

Need partitioning in the DB layer for high scalability 
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Best Cloud-Native DBMS Architecture?
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Best Cloud-Native DBMS Architecture?
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DB Server 
(Partition + replication)

A prediction:



Q/A – Cloud OLTP
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How the cache works in these systems? Any consistency issues?
What is a good measure for cost? (bills being paid?)
Implication of storage layer only guaranteeing eventual consistency?
How to create a DB using S3?
What is the best way to solve the scalability issue?
Why not use more than one DB server without partitioning data?



Before Next Lecture
Submit review for

– Alexandre Verbitski, et al., Amazon Aurora: Design Considerations for High 
Throughput Cloud-Native Relational Databases. SIGMOD, 2017
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http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~yxy/cs764-f21/papers/aurora-sigmod-17.pdf

